
 
 

AUSSIE HOMEBREWER’S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY AND 
BEYOND. 
A story about a spending half the day brewing and listening to Zeppelin by Jayse. 
 
  
SO YOU ARE READY FOR ALL GRAIN. YOUR PARTIALS ARE 
GETTING BIGGER AND NOW IT’S TIME TO GO THE WHOLE 
HOG.  
 
As you get into craft brewing, even before you get into doing your own recipes, you 
will find “fine tuning” is what makes you a better brewer. Some people dive straight 
in the deep end and may make the mistake of missing some fine tuning points they 
should be paying a little more attention to. 
 
You can find yourself being swamped with ideas about different ingredients.  Then 
you may overlook some simple steps you can take to improve your beer.  Remember 
simple can be best as far as the recipe goes. 
 
I’m one of those people that dived into the deep end and have had to pull myself out a 
couple of times.  I still have made the mistake of not paying enough attention to some 
brews in many ways.  Whether it be going too far out of the norm while trying to 
make that really extra special brew or simply having too many beers and not paying 
enough attention to the process.  Although you may think brewing to style is boring, it 
is the best way to learn.  Personally, I think that in extract brewing, style is less 
important, and for most not even thought of.  What is important in your first extract 
recipes is just using good kit improving ingredients.  For example, use that can with 
this hop and malt and it will make it better. 
 
Your first all grain is a different ball game and once you start you will actually find 
brewing in style becomes a great thing.  Not that you shouldn’t eventually reach for 
the sky but for your first batches, style based recipes will give you some of the best 
beer you have ever made plus keep your feet on the ground and give you the 
experience you need to take it a step further. 
 
The number one thing I think before taking your next step into all-grain, is to know 
your yeast and fermentation and expect the same results from the yeast in your all-
grain brews.  If something is not quite right in your first all-grain you should easily be 
able to rule out the yeast, the yeast starter, aeration etc. i.e., expect the same basic 
results from the yeast in your all-grain.  With that, the right grist and hopping you are 
guaranteed to make a great beer first time.  When I say “get to know your yeast”, I 
mean get to know how to use it properly as well. i.e., culturing in different ways and 
knowing how good your skill is in culturing your yeast.  You should know at what 
temps you like to ferment certain yeasts.  Without knowing all these things, you can 
still make good beer but this article is hopefully to help people be more fully prepared 
for mash brewing.  Also you should start aerating your wort a lot more than your first 
dry yeast batches.  You should be sure of the condition of your yeast.  If you’re doing 



your first smack pack and first all-grain at the same time you are asking for at least a 
few problems.  I say this because almost everyone I know has some questions about 
their first smack pack. Should it be swollen already?  What should the wort for the 
starter be made up of?  How big should it be?  Should I expect it to be going nuts by 
now or have I killed it? etc. 
 
It is in no way essential to have any knowledge of any brew maths to do your first all-
grain.  But to fine tune and make your own recipes, it is required.  A lot of extract 
brewers may have made it this far by doing 'Homebrew' calcs. For example you find 
out 1kg of pale malt is equal to 700g of LME or 500g of DME and base your recipes 
on that.  From that, you can figure 5kg of grain will get you in the O.G 1.048 ball park 
for a 23 litre batch.  If you are really serious about craft brewing you will learn the 
maths first then use some sort of software to do the maths for you when you have 
worked out your system’s specs.  Like most, you will probably stick to a certain brew 
type. i.e. 90 minute boil with a certain boil-off loss and loss to trub, etc so software 
will automatically factor in these figures for every brew.  Of course you can calculate 
them manually.  Basically realise that you will lose a certain amount to boil and factor 
that into collecting enough wort in the boil.  I collect 34 litres for a 23 litre batch.  
This is 15% evaporation and 3 litre to the trub and cooling loss.  For 43 plus litre 
batches I have no choice but collect only 50 litres (as I use a converted 50 litre keg).  I 
recommend doing a few recipes with a calculator first.  Don't worry too much about 
the colour calcs.  For the maths, the Palmer book has all the maths you need. You 
should read it again and again.  Even after reading it a hundred times, you'll still use it 
as a reference.  The next book on the list is Ray Daniels’ “Designing Great Beers”.  
This book takes pride of place in breweries the world over.  Anyway once you learn 
all the maths you will be five times the brewer overnight.  I think it is essential to 
learn the stuff, after all they are simply calcs such as kilograms multiplied by extract, 
divided by volume in litres - dead easy.  Also, the Palmer book, even though free on 
the net, is worth every cent for the paper. 
 
For your first all-grain recipe you could stick to the Palmer book for everything you 
need to know plus the recipe.  The first could be the porter.  The reason being is that a 
robust porter is full of complex malt flavour and choc/coffee notes and a you can give 
it a reasonable balance of bitterness.  Anyway, other undesirable flavours will have a 
hard time competing with the robust flavour.  For this beer use a real ale malt.  If you 
have done extract dark beers you have loved, you will freak your nuts at the 
difference between ale grain and the schooner malt extract which has its malting time 
cut short to produce a mega brewery type malt.  The hard core brewers will keep well 
clear of this malt either in extract or grain form.  I found the Coopers grain is much 
better than the extract though.  Maybe because the way the extract has been made.(I 
have done 100% mega lager malt brews which have been unreal).  Like I said, I am 
just trying to give you a footing to get started.  The rest is up to you. 
 
From my research, the main differences are the length of malting time (the time the 
grain is left to grow before drying - a longer time is best).  A shorter time equals mega 
lager malt which is made to have more dextrins, so the brewers can use more highly 
fermentable adjuncts.  The kilning process after the malting is where the flavour 
comes from (basically the more kilning the more flavour) and none of the extracts 
available here have a base of a good malt like the 'IMC' pale malt.  You can see in 
theory that the longer the malting goes, the more of the grains’ resources are 



consumed.  So in theory you would think a shorter malting time is best. i.e., just 
enough time to activate the enzymes. However this is not the case. 
 
At Joe White, what happens is that the grain goes along a conveyer belt and is sprayed 
with a rooting hormone and the root is grown to a specific length, then dried and 
kilned (of course plain water would work for malting).  No room here to talk to much 
about the malting process. 
 
Back to fine tuning your first batch.  Before you spark up your system for the first 
time, do a dry run with some water and be sure you know you have your H.L.T, 
M.L.T, kettle and fermentor in good positions and you know how the liquid flow will 
go and what you have to do at each stage.  Make sure all the fittings and lines don't 
leak or suck in air and the tap won't fall apart when you start draining hot wort.  By 
the way, it is pronounced 'wert' a little tip that will save you same embarrassment 
when meeting with some hard core mashers.  The reason I say this is nearly everyone 
is learning the craft off the net and some terms you will not know how to correctly 
say. Another example is y-son instead of weizen in the case of wheat. (I say it vite-sun 
☺, ed)Anyway, who cares?  Everyone knows what you’re talking about.  It’s just 
another fine-tuning point, I guess. 
 
Before I get to some simple steps, I'll go over one common question, that being. 
“What grain is available here for me to get?” To make it easy and without too much 
detail, I’ll just say get either Joe White traditional malt if you’re a hard core ale man 
like me.  Get IMC pale ale malt if you would like a bit more attenuation.  I have 
noticed this malt also clears a little better but that’s something you should judge for 
yourself down the track.  If you want to make more European beers or any lighter 
beers, then pilsner malt is what you are after.  You can get IMC or Joe White export 
pilsner. 
 
Like I said, I have had great results with AMC mega lager malt but in the interest of 
brewing in line with the rest of the craft brewing world, maybe this malt is not what 
you should be using.  For base malt don't waste your money on malts from overseas. 
But for the specialty malt you have to use the German and English stuff, etc.  Simply 
we don't have a good local variety and quality of some malts like light crystal. 
 
For your first few mashes you will most likely be buying in smaller amounts and 
having it cracked by the home brew shop.  The next step is to get your own mill.  Not 
only so you can guarantee fresh cracked grain on the day, but to buy in bulk and save 
$$$.  This way, you can safely say you’re using the very best fresh malt you can.  The 
crush I find is not as important as you think for your first all-grain.  As long as it’s 
cracked, its cracked.  I have kept cracked grain for at least two months, so if you need 
to by bulk cracked grain you can if you have to.  One of the biggest improvements in 
all-grain comes because you’re using the very, very, very best malts in the world 
instead of the standard schooner malt in the Coopers can and a whole lot better than 
any concentrate that Tooheys or anyone else could dream of producing.  Joe White 
traditional malt is a barley variety known as sloop and is malted and kilned to create a 
much better ale than any extract you can get here, as I have said already over and over 
again. 
 



For hops, if you’re at this stage then I don't need to mention them.  Coming from 
extract beers you'll know the big kit improver hops etc.  Most people will be thinking 
“yeah, love them cascades” right now.  Now making full-on pale ale malt base beers 
you can really start to broaden your repertoire and you may find the fuggles you hated 
are actually very good.  The problem was you used fuggles with a lager.  You can 
now try brewing a real ale with them.  Anyway, stick to your favourite hops for your 
first few when making a hoppy beer. 
 
 

31 FINE TUNNING POINTS FOR YOUR FIRST FULL 
MASH BEER. 
1  Firstly add the 'mash in' water (at 2-3 litres for each kilo of grain) to the tun 
(usually about 74-78°C) then all the grain quickly and mix it up.  When using the less 
modified malts such as pilsner malt it is much more (actually very) important to 
quickly hit the step temp (2mins) because the enzymes start to work very fast. 
 
For your partial mashes, the exact temp will have been less of a problem.  Now your 
all-grains will require that you pay reasonable attention to the exact temp.  After all, 
the difference in many mashes is 2°C. i.e. either 66°C or 68°C both of which will 
create a different fermentable wort. The higher temp is used to get a beer with more 
dextrins, i.e. more body and sweetness.  A mash can often just be described as either 
low, medium or full body.  Each refers to different temps usually 66°C -68°C -70°C. 
but you can use down to 64°C for light body.  These are called single infusion 
mashes. I could keep this article going for pages and pages going into other mash 
types but single infusion is what you'll do for your first brews.  This simply means the 
grains stay in the mash tun at the same constant temp for the whole mash. 
 
2  At the end of mash out, have around 20 litres of sparge water at 78-80°C ready. 
Then add enough (around 4 litres) of boiling water from your tea kettle and mix up 
until you hit 78°C, then rest for ten minutes and recycle until you see no chunks 
coming out.  Alternatively, you can drain four or so litres of runnings into the kettle 
and bring to the boil and return to the tun and mix up and sit for ten minutes.  The 
higher mash out temp will insure you hit a reasonable efficiency (common sense tells 
you the hotter the water, the better sugars will flow).  You can mix the mash up at any 
stage - even the sparge.  This will go a long way to increase efficiency.  If you do mix 
up the sparge, just mix the top layer without touching the bottom layer (like the swill 
brewers do with automatic mash rakes).  Or mix up the lot and recycle again.  With 
mash brewing, the mash and sparge will be one thing you really can tweak in many, 
many ways.  For my first batches I didn't use a powered H.L.T, I just used a fermentor 
filled with water from the hot water tap then boiled enough of it in 2 litres batches at a 
time in a kettle then added it back into the fermentor.  It will take a fair few kettle 
loads to raise the 65°C hot water to 78°C .  More than you  may think.  Alternatively 
you can use your brew kettle as a HLT and sparge into your fermentor then very 
carefully transfer back to the brew kettle when finished.  I won't go to much into 
different mash or sparge types here.  Batch sparging is simply draining the sweet wort 
all out and refilling the tun with hot water and mixing it up, resting and draining 
again.  The process of slowly running water in the top as you drain the wort from the 
bottom is called fly sparging.  Both of which are equally popular.  One note for batch 



sparging is to expect less efficiency which can be made up with another kilo of malt.  
For the sparge you can get away with just heating up 2 litre lots of water at a time 
with your kitchen kettle instead of using any HLT or fermentor full of 78°C water.  
It’s good to have a kettle handy for adding boiling water for a quick fix to low temp 
problems for your first full mashes. 
 
Expect to lose 1 litre of water to every kilo of grain if you’re measuring the exact 
volumes for the sparge.  I just fill up the HLT and go for broke while taking gravity 
readings all the way.  With batch sparging the ph and gravity of the final runoff is 
never a problem. 
 
3  The boil fine tuning point is quite easy.  Simply boil for 15 mins before you add the 
hops.  This allows the hot break to happen.  The hot break is basically the process 
whereby the proteins from the grain clump together and usually fall to the bottom of 
the kettle (flocculate).  With minimal size brew kettles you can remove all this foam 
at the start to prevent it from falling onto the wife's kitchen floor if you’re in the 
kitchen.  I actually boil for 30 minutes before hop addition after which I keep boiling 
for 60 mins - so 90 mins all up.  With the boil, the general rule is a strong boil is best 
for your wort so do that and allow for up to around 6 litres to be boiled off.  Also, if 
you want to hit the right volume, factor in actual wort loss to the trub in the recipe.  
Most of the wort in the bottom of the kettle will  be taken by the hops and the trub. 
Anyway, factor in at around 2 litres lost to the trub and 6 to the boil so all up for a 23 
litre batch you need to collect around 32 litres. 
 
The easiest way to measure kettle volumes is to make a dip stick. I think you get the 
idea.  Boil loss doesn't matter in the recipe you just need to collect enough in the 
kettle at the right gravity to allow for that loss.  The loss to the trub however can be 
calculated into the recipe. IE, the final batch size will be what you want in the 
fermentor plus a few litres left in the kettle.  Common sense will tell you here that you 
should use the amount in the kettle at the end for your calcs, not the amount you get in 
the fermentor.  Anyway for your first few you don't really need to be anywhere near 
that fussy. 
 
With your first batch you can work out how much you lost and factor that into your 
next batch. Allow for the average maximum loss of around 8 litres when you collect 
your runnings for your first batch.  This is where you see you really need at least a 35 
litre kettle.  The kettle size was the only thing that held me back from my first all 
grain brews.  Anyway, I presume everyone getting the most out of this article has 
already converted a keg or is about to.  The gravity and volume will be the other main 
things that you will constantly fine tune.  However, for your first don't be too 
concerned just follow all the tips and pay close attention to the brew. 
 
Also worth a mention if you’re using whole hops for your first brew and plan to 
transfer the brew to a fermentor from a tap on the bottom you will have some major 
blockage issues.  A similar setup up to a mash tun screen is needed if you can’t 
whirlpool and siphon from the top.  I always whirlpool when I turn off the burner. For 
a whirlpool I am sure you get the idea.  Round and around she goes and everything 
collects in the middle at the bottom.  It was Einstein who discovered this first with a 
cup of tea leaves. 
 



4  Aerate the wort like the mafia have your sister and she will be killed if you don't 
keep aerating. 
 
5  Taste the starter.  If it tastes really foul, well it’s up to you if your gunna be silly 
enough to use it. But get to know what your starters taste and smell like. If you’re 
tasting your starter for the first time, unless it’s as tart as that slut down the corner 
pub, you may not really know what you’re tasting. So get to know what they’re meant 
to taste and smell like. 
 
6  Learn the maths behind gravity and IBU. Colour can wait and most will find 
experience with the malt is enough to not need to actually calculate the colour. By the 
way, colour is much the same calculation as O.G.  i.e. kg x EBC (instead of extract in 
hwe for OG) / volume, although this needs to be multiplied by 10 again to get the 
colour.  For recipe formulation you will need to know all the HWE numbers for your 
malt.  HWE is Hot Water Extract.  If you times this number (for pale malt around 
309) by the amount of grain you use and divide by the final volume then that will give 
you the extract potential. For your actual expected O.G you times again by your 
efficiency.  For me it 75% so times by .75 for your first. If you’re doing these calcs 
it’s best to stick with 65%. 
 
Extract potential is given as a percent of 384 which is the gravity you would get with 
1kg of sugar in one litre of water so cane sugar being the most fermentable is the 
reference point. For example pale malt is around 81% so 384 x .81 = 311.  If you’re 
reading some American stuff it’s PPG - Points per Pound per Gallon, where 1 pound 
of sugar in one gallon of water equals 47. The same specs are used, i.e. 81% for pale 
malt equals 38 ppg. 
 
A very good point which you will need to get to is efficiency.  To do this, simply 
divide the O.G you got for the brew by the total extract potential. The extract potential 
is what you would get if you could get 100% efficiency.  For your first batches expect 
around 65%. Most people will be around 75-80% after you have your technique 
down.  A simple brew with 5 kg pale malt (HWE309) will be 5x309/23 litres= 
67(1.067).  Say you got 1.055 then 55/67 = .82 (82% efficiency) 
 
7  Send beer to jayse when ever you like. 
 
8  Even if you don't like send them my way. 
 
9  Allow more time to brew than it takes in theory. Don't plan to finish your brew 
before church on Sunday morning. 
 
10  Plan your brew way ahead of time and know what you are going to do each step 
of the way. Research and research some more.  With your dry run you should have 
worked out all of the steps. i.e., the liquid flows from here to there and I need to do 
this at this stage. 
 
11  If your swill drinking friends can't be converted, don't worry.  Make beer for 
yourself, not to impress others. For a real critic, hit the home brew get together scene.  
It’s amazing how a swill drinker will think my stout comes from the veins of Satan 
but brewers will be on their knees praying to the ale gods for butter milk. 



 
12  Expect your brews to be better than the extract versions. If they are not and you 
have followed all the info on this site, then I would suggest you didn't follow 
everything correctly. Basically don't blame the mash for the problems if you have had 
great results with extract then expect your mash to be even better if you did 
everything by the book.  It may be common on your first partial mashes to be a 
cloudier beer. But with a mash tun and recycling until you’re clear of chunks etc and 
you will be right. How well some different malts clear is a topic I can't really fit into 
this article.  I’ll just say that if you get a little less brilliant clarity from Joe White 
traditional malt it is not a fault. When I say slightly less brilliant I mean ever so 
slightly. But do expect to make just as clear brews with all mash beers. 
 
Another thing some brewers will tell you is that it is actually quite hard to stuff up an 
all grain brew. This is true. So follow the rules of thumb and be sure you will make a 
killer beer. 
 
13  Although a fast cooling is said to be the best, I know an apartment brewer who 
cools in the fridge overnight and makes great beer.  So for your first, cooling should 
not be a problem just something you'll fine tune.  For your first cooler, an immersion 
chiller is the go i.e. a reasonable length of 3/8-1/2 copper. If you buy an 18 metre roll, 
you might as well use it all.  Later on this can be easily made into a counter flow 
chiller. Check this site for how to make and use one of these or search the net. But, 
like I said, an immersion chiller could easily be the only chiller you ever need.  For 
best results with it stir the wort that is around the chiller while cooling. 
 
14  With all-grain brewing you should not look at a recipe and say “well, I think 
maybe the 60 min hops should be cut back a bit”.  Always go for the high end of the 
scale unless you know how to get the exact amount of IBU out of your system.  
Unless you have done full boils at close to starting gravity you really can't be sure and 
unless you have fully studied the maths. I bet a lot of brewers may have never got the 
actual IBU you were after in your extract brews no that that really mattered.  Also 
from coming from using kit improver hops such as cascade they don't have a good 
shelf life, i.e. the alpha acids will start to decrease.  There are standards for the shelf 
life of hops but experience is the best way to tell if you get the balance right with the 
hops you’re using.  Basically I think the alpha acids quoted and the calc you do are 
one of the things that can really be fine tuned.  For a 60 min boil at 1.045 you should 
expect around 24% extract efficiency.  I did my first brews using the quoted 32% 
efficiency but from my research this is almost totally impossible to get even boiling a 
1.030 wort for 2 hours. 
 
15  No matter how bad the brew keep notes about every single thing you did down to 
what the ugly growth looked like when it crawled out the fermentor and ordered a 
pizza. 
 
16  Don't go shopping with the missus half way though the mash.  Sit tight and have 
everything going over in your mind. 
 
17  Most people quote 2.5-3 litres of water to 1 kg of grain for a mash ratio. you can 
easily do only 2 litres and have room to add boiling water if it loses to much heat.  I 
have mashed whole brews at only 2 litres to 1 kilo with the same results. For more 



info on this its best to search the net the palmer book should be by your side also.  As 
I said before, research, research and research. 
 
18  For a learning perspective, taste the mash at all times and notice the changes. 
Another experiment is to leave the spent grain out overnight.  You'll see it sours very 
quickly.  I don't know why you would do this.  I do it because after five hours of 
brewing and drinking, a 50 litre tun full of grain can wait till morning.  The luckiest of 
us will have a wife clean up. hahaha. Don't laugh, I have heard it happens. 
 
19  For your first mash’s PH level, you should not worry about it, nor any water 
chemistry at all.  I have made beers to die for without paying any attention to my 
swamp at all.  But after about 40 or so full mashes you will like the idea of getting a 
PH meter for $80.  The PH should be around 5.7 at room temp which will be around 
5.4 at mash temp.  Then the final runnings from the lauter should be no higher than 6. 
The start of the boil will be around 5.8 max. and the end of the boil should be around 
5.3  After the first 24 hours fermenting it will quickly drop to 4.3.  
 
The reasons for the mash PH being 5.4 is it is where the enzymes needed work the 
best to create the wort you are after and the final ph level once it gets up near and over 
6 it starts to leach tannins from the grain.  Anyway, the first PH adjustments you'll 
end up doing will be bringing the sparge water down to 5.5 with phosphoric acid.  It 
depends on the buffering of your water how much acid you need to use to bring the 
PH down from the usual 7 of tap water.  Buffering refers to how well the water stays 
at the same PH when you start adding acid.  Water with a high buffering ability will 
take a fair bit of acid to start to come down but once it starts to come down it will 
come down normally.  For the mash PH the grain bill plays a important roll in that it 
is basically the phosphate ions in the grain that combine with calcium ions in the 
water to create hydrogen ions. PH is a measure of hydrogen ions and the more ions 
the lower the PH.  Darker grains will help bring down the PH.  
 
20  For fly sparging keep sparging until your hydrometer reads 1.000 at sparge temp. 
which is around 1.010 at room temp. This is another thing that’s up for even more fine 
tuning, but it’s a simple rule of thumb to follow. 
 
21  Measure the gravity when you have collected enough wort by first cooling it to 
room temp for a good reading it should be around 5 points lower than your expected 
O.G.  Eventually you'll brew to get exactly the gravity and volume and IBU you are 
after. Like I said, you don't need the maths for your first you can guess 5 kg of malt 
will get you in the ball park and from your partials you'll know the hop calcs. 
 
22  You may think in theory that there are more chances of picking up an infection 
due to the cooling time and process of cooling a full wort.  You'll find any bacteria 
that may get into the brew during cooling will be consumed by the huge amount of 
healthy yeast you will be pitching. I think if you went to the big guns like Chuck and 
his colleagues they well tell you the same thing.  So be safe in knowing all will be 
well.  For immersion chiller sanitizing, it’s easy just stick the coil in with the last 
hops.  For Counter-Flow. Chillers I run 'grumpys one shot' or 'neo pink' through it for 
15 mins while the wort is boiling. 
 



23  I would do your first few by yourself or with another brewer so you have a clear 
mind and can totally concentrate on what you’re doing.  No point letting all the wort 
spill out onto the floor while you’re talking to your mates about the chick you scored 
with the weekend before.  Although I say this, I’ve done it and lost a whole batch, I 
was on my knees licking it up from the shed floor, saved only 2 litres from the whole 
batch. Firstly a hose blew of my herms pump. Then I made up a batch with what was 
left only to rack it into a fermentor with the tap open.  Many will probably already 
know the open tap trick.  Anyway, with a dry run you should prove all your hoses and 
taps are gunna hold out.  Its up to you how many beers you have while brewing. 
 
24  I'll say it again: you should use a yeast you’re happy with using in your extract 
brews. Once you have got though your first with no probs then you can use different 
yeast.  If you’re going into a good home brew store, micro brewery or mate’s place 
take a clean bottle and try and scam some free yeasties.  You will find places like 
Grumpys almost always have a huge starter going and you may be able to get a small 
amount of it for nothing. 
 
25  Pray to the ale gods the night before. 
 
26  Believe in yourself and anything is possible. Oops sorry that was meant to go into 
Sunday's sermon. 
  
27  Listen to Led Zeppelin, or if you have to listen to John Lennon, preferably the 
ones without McCartney (he's just to soft and just doesn't cut the mustard). Of course 
some Stones from the Jones era will be good.  If you’re hard core like me, then 
you’ve gotta finish of the brew day with Zakk Wylde. 
 
 
28  Always, I mean ALWAYS, take final gravity readings. Not to know that it’s 
finished that is quite easy to tell - a week at 20 and it’s done.  Anyway, the reason I 
say take the reading is you need to know what the attenuation you got was. This is 
what will tell you how your mash and fermentation went. You need to fine tune to hit 
expected FG as well as expected OG. 
 
29  Maybe send some beers to poor old big_d up there in God’s country.  I reckon my 
I.P.A could run your Harley. 
 
30  In all honesty, if you do the research and pay attention you'll be in beer heaven. 
Also note it is harder than you think to stuff up a mash brew. 
 
31  I use no finings agents for the finished beer or any Irish moss in the boil. Also for 
your first you should not dry hop it. The reason being you want to get the taste of the 
actual beer you made in the boil and find out what you can get from the last minute 
hops.  Personally, I find using a whole s$$t load of hops for the very last minute 
works just as good anyway.  But you can be more confident with getting a great 
result.  Anyway, if you don't usually dry hop, don't start with your first few batches. 
 
One thing to note is at home we have endless means of control. Unlike a simple 1000 
litre micro setup which once the mash hits the temp that’s that, its very hard to adjust. 
For this reason the really big breweries going for consistency use a very, very tight set 



of conditions which the brewery is set up to do.  Whereas at home, in a small tun, we 
have the very, very best control.  Even better control than the multi-million dollar 
Little Creatures Brewery, and we have the means to pull of any type of mash and 
sparge you like.  Then to add some bells and whistles like a hop back can cost less 
than $20.  There are too many reasons to mention why brewing at home can make 
better beer than anywhere. 
 
By the way I am no brew wiz.  This is all written from experience.  I have never 
written any articles before and don't claim to know any more than you will know after 
getting a few mashes under your belt and researching on the net and getting to meet 
other brewers.  The only thing set in stone which CANNOT be adjusted is you must 
drink beer and listen to led Zeppelin while you brew.  Also you may need to inhale 
some 'Adelaide hops' while your at it.  I may have put some extract brewers’ noses out 
with some comments but I am sure once you guys get some all grains under your belt, 
you will agree with me about the difference between improving extracts with good 
ingredients and starting with primo base malt even still I am sure someone will 
disagree with me on the quality of extracts but remember I am comparing them to the 
best pale malted grain you can get. 
 
All in all you can ignore a lot I have put here for your first batch. As I said a lot of it is 
just fine tuning. 
 
Jeez I ended up putting a lot more in here than I wanted to. It looks like I downloaded 
my brain to the page.  What’s left in there may present itself in another F.A.Q file. 
Maybe “All-Grain Gadgets, HERMs, Hop-back, and Some Nice Toys”? 
 
Anyway when you read this, realise I was just like you only one year ago today and I 
didn't really know any of these tips.  I wish I had.  Its amazing how in the last year the 
AHB and Grumpys forums have changed.  I say this because only 6 months ago the 
skill level among all of us here was no where near this level it is now.  I think with all 
this we can start to really compete with the craft brewers’ site. Plus we have the added 
bonus here of being very happy to help the new brewers and have a lot more room for 
different discussions.  
 
 
Cheers Jayse 
'I saw a lion standing on a corner with a tad pole in jar'. 
The first person to pick this song gets a bottle of my finest in the mail.  
 
A quick thanks goes to PostModern for is wisdom in the English language and 
checking all my grammar and Doc for his wisdom in computer files. 
They added a few bells and whistles and made it shine.  


